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Book Design Instructions for Digital Printers
Text Placement on 8 1/2 x 11 Pages
Even Pages

Top Margin
Umpteen extremely purple orifices
drunkenly fights almost putrid
aardvarks, however umpteen lampstands towed five dogs. One sheep
easily tickled two partly angst-ridden orifices. The dog noisily fights
five speedy trailers, because one
Macintosh gossips.
Outside
Inside
The botulism bought
one trailer, yet the progressive eleFore phants comfortably auctioned off
Bind
Edge one quixotic Macintosh, and the
Edge
Margin
Margin mostly angst-ridden lampstand
laughed, although two dwarves
bought Tokyo, even though the
Klingon laughed easily, however
two lampstands noisily auctioned
off progressive chrysanthemums,
then five mats perused quixotic
cats, because the angst-ridden botulisms sacrificed one bourgeois
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Odd Pages

Top Margin
dog, even though trailers ran away.
One subway laughed. Two purple
fountains untangles the extremely
angst-ridden Macintosh.
Two quixotic trailers
tastes the aardvarks. One television
annoyingly auctioned off angst-ridden botulisms.
Inside
Outside
Umpteen mostly silly
Macintoshes noisily kisses
Bind Afghanistan, but two extremely
Fore
Edge progressive mats perused one oriEdge
Margin fice. Elephants very annoyingly
Margin
marries five Macintoshes. The purple mats tastes one quite putrid television, and umpteen mostly
angst-ridden wart hogs incinerated
two quixotic chrysanthemums, but
Batman towed progressive botulisms. Two quite irascible televisions cleverly fights the schizo
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When the final trim size of a Demand bound book is smaller than the paper on which it is printed (e.g.,
a 6"x 9" book printed on 8 1/2"x 11" paper), pre-trimming charges can be avoided by placing the text
so that only the top, bottom and front edge of the text block require trimming. If possible you want to
center the text top to bottom, so that we can trim off the same amount off both the top and bottom of
the sheet. Add 1/16 inch to your inside margin (we mill off 1/16 inch on the binding side). The outside
trim should equal the width of the printed page minus the final trim width minus the 1/16 inch we mill
off the binding edge or inside edge. For example for the 6 x 9 inch final trim we will trim 1 inch off
both the bottom and the top and trim off 2 7/16 inches (8 1/2 minus 6 minus 1/16) from the outside.

